
Doors 

10-02-17 
L) Unlock; Unlock doors, windows that I tell you to unlock; open as I say; 
enter as I say, see as I say to see; (Yes, Father, I agree to all this You have 
said. I allow and activate and invoke them each.) so be it 

10-03-17 
HP) unlock and stand before My doors I have for you; chain of doors; (I saw 
a door and once it was unlocked there was another inside and another inside of it 
and yet another to I don't know how many.) enter only as I say, My Child; 
patience, Child, be patient before My doors; move on 

Dust 

2-13-17 
HH) allow Me to dust; (did) (I then felt so relaxed and calm.) 

9-06-17 
HP) Dust; allow it not; (Dust w/ANJ I disallow you, deactivate you, deny you access, 
and cast you from me and tell you to go back to your dry places.) 

Forgiveness 

6-26-17 
HH) remember to truly forgive; tend to My words; (Yes, Lord) that is all, tend 
to My words 

6-27-17 
L) repent; all must understand repentance; facets untapped; Lg. DDP; 
DDP; DDP; sealed in triplicate; DDDP 

7-05-17 
HH) thank you for your diligence, Child; yes, forgiveness takes effort; forgiveness 
must be a wide path; it starts off narrow, but as you progress, you leave a wide path of 
active forgiveness in your wake; realize this, My Child; see obvious results of your 
efforts; there are many and many, many more you don't see; choose to forgive; 

8-25-17 
L) Bitterness must go; it must leave My body; it must be released in complete 
forgiveness; Bride, search yourselves; release, release and forgive; deny it to 
return; shield, shield yourselves 
HP) stand tall; (did) let no demon have its way with you, My Chosen; you have the 
tools to stop them; use them; ignore not; stop them; leave them no access; none; 
no recourse; none but to leave 

9-17-17 
L) yes, forgiveness stands; root of stalwart; it must be allowed; (I asked for My 
memory to be what He would have it be according to His will. I AAI'd it.) it shall be; 
give Me time; (Yes, Father) 
HH) (My hands were palms up and out.) these hands are ready to work; (Be it as 
You say, Father.) healing for My stalwart; (Thank You, Father. I receive it.) (I got 
understanding about when people have said they got sick. This was a legal entrance.)  



yes, Child, you understand; you have declared you are “strong heart” and your 
descendants are also; 

Freedom 

2-07-17 
L)hasten; silence; release the burdens; I give them not; release;  

2-13-17 
HH) entangle not with the enemy; recognize and deny; DDDR;  

3-10-17 
HH) crux; always get to the crux of matters; see the root causes; do what needs be; 
you now can; be prepared, be prepared, be prepared; 
crux-the decisive or most important point at issue. 

3-23-17 
L) evict; evict the enemy; evict the enemy from your vessel; (did w/ANJ) rejoice; 
rejoice for your newly found freedom;  

3-29-17 
L) pressure; remove the pressure of the enemy; allow not the forces of evil to put 
pressure upon you, My Chosen; recognize it for what it is and remove it 

4-01-17 
HH) let not frustration into your midst; (I forbid it.) hallelujah; 

4-04-17 
HP) well sent, well sent; keep expecting; My Bride must expect; without doubt of 
any sort; none, Bride, none; wash it out 
HH) release the spirit of anger; did w/ANJ and told it to leave and go straight to the 
dry places. I asked Almighty God to infill me with the right spirits He would have for me 
to receive.) (I felt my fingers being hot.) My Power; it flows from your hands; It's 
there stirring, ready for release; 

4-24-17 
L) Precious One, be careful; snares; snares; keep focused on Me; 
HP) Courtesy; careful with Courtesy; let it not cloud enemy tactics; eyes and ears 
must be alert; stand on My principles, My words;  
5-08-17 
L) Release; tell the enemy to release his hostages; Use My name, My authority and 
tell them to release the hostages; to let them go free; (did) be ready for them, My 
Chosen; work to be done 

5-13-17 
L) reminder, disallow and deny pressure of the enemy; allow your focus to be upon 
Me and where I direct it;  

5-14-17 
L) hone in, Child, hone in on the enemy; keep them on the retreat; yes, use My 
Power, My Name; keep looking beyond; beyond the surfaces 
HH) rid only as I say rid; be not foolish; your faith in Me has kept you from 



assuming; being, acting in a helter-skelter manner fuels the enemy; I know you see 
that, understand that; too many do not as yet;  


